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Guidance for attending the Voluntary Sector Forum
Please turn OFF your microphone and video when you join
Please write the word QUESTION in the chat if you would like to ask a
question

Microphone. Click
to turn on and off.

Video camera.
Click to turn on and
off.

Ellipses.
Click this
to open a
menu of
options

Be aware of
your
surroundings
and
background
noise in your
space.

Chat function. Will
open a panel on the
right hand side of the
page. You can use this
to ask questions/make
comments.

If you are
experiencing
connection
issues,
hanging up
and re-joining
may help

If you are
experiencing
quality issues it
may help to
turn off your
camera.

Only unmute
your
microphone
and camera
when you are
asked to
speak

Use
headphones for
a better
experience

Shut down anything you are not using so you
can immerse yourself
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VOLUNTARY SECTOR FORUM AGENDA
Welcome and Introduction to today’s event
Cllr Michael Wilson – Spokesperson for Communities, Equalities and the Voluntary Sector
13:00 – 13:30

•

•
•

Covid-19 key messages and updates – Kate Jennings, Senior Public Health Lead, Richmond Council
o Borough position
o Current guidelines
o Testing
Feedback from the Voluntary Sector Covid-19 Survey - Lea Siba, Senior Commissioning Manager - Prevention & Wellbeing - Universal Services,
Richmond Council
Proposed Voluntary Sector Property Strategy - Matt Maher, Head of Community and Partnerships, Richmond Council
o Scope and content
o Opportunities for you to have your say

Property and accommodation
13:30 -13:45

How Covid-19 could change ways of working
Paul Martin, Chief Executive, Richmond Council

13:45 -14:10

Open discussion – what could this mean for Richmond?
•
Accommodation and Property
•
Input into Voluntary Sector Property Strategy
Facilitated by Kathryn Williamson, Director, RCVS and Matt Maher, Head of Community and Partnerships, Richmond Council

Funding and support
14:10 -14:25

Funding for Food and Essentials
Simon Lawson, Chief Executive, Citizens Advice Richmond

COVID-19 Winter Support Schemes
Lucy Kourpas, Chief Operating and Finance Officer, Achieving for Children
14:25 - 14:40

Active Richmond Fund launch
Ben Smitton, Community Grants Officer, Richmond Council and Tony May, Public Health Lead, Richmond Council

Open Forum
14:40 - 15:00

Open Forum and Q & A
•
Census 2021
•
EU Settled Status
•
Lucky Local Lottery
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Voluntary Sector Forum
10 December 2020
Cllr Michael Wilson
Spokesperson for Communities, Equalities and the Voluntary
Sector, Richmond Council
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COVID-19 Public Health
Richmond Update
Voluntary Sector Forum
10th December 2020

Richmond and Wandsworth Public Health Team
Kate Jennings
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This update gives a high level overview of local data on COVID-19, updated
national guidance, relevant for the CVS sector and LA test and trace plans

Update on local
data on COVID19

National guidance
updates

1.
2.

Local Testing
Plans

3.

Increasing local
contact tracing

4.
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Since the 1st of March there have been approximately 3150
confirmed cases of COVID-19 across Richmond
Richmond
Source: PHE

Note: This data shows Pillar 1 and 2 testing results at a local level from coronavirus.data.gov.uk. Data shown by specimen collection date. Confirmed cases for the last 3-4 days will rise as lab results are made available.
Source: https://www.datawand.info/covid-19/#COVID19local Information is taken to 23rd November
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Deaths: There have been approximately 165 COVID-19 deaths recorded across the boroughs.
Deaths in hospitals are the most frequent, followed by deaths in Care homes.

Source: ONS

Source: https://www.datawand.info/covid-19/#COVID19local
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Guidance and plans are live documents developing in an ever
changing context

COVID-19 guidance
for voluntary,
community and social
enterprise
organisations
Updated Aug 2020

Aug

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/tier-2-high-alert
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/tier-2-high-alert

London moves into
Tier 2 on Thu 3rd Dec

High Alert
Restrictions to last
until 23rd Dec

Dec

No indoor socialising
Work from home
Reduce journeys
Hands, space, face
Rule of 6 outdoors

Dec

23rd to 27th Dec
Christmas Guidance
comes into force.

Xmas

3 households
Exclusive bubbles
Rule of 6 outdoors
Support bubbles
count as one
household

Xmas

Expanding local
testing and tracing:
Local Authority
Care Homes
Universities

Now
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Action for Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations
National Guidance for the voluntary
and community sector.

Keep up to date with national guidance
Undertake and regularly review your
organisation’s risk assessments, using the
HSE COVID risk Assessment Guide.

Supporting Vulnerable Residents

Tier 2: Exceptions for the Rule of 6

Council Services

•

Supporting vulnerable residents through
the community hub:

•

Be compliant with working safely
guidance

020 8871 6555 or
covid19support@richmondandwandsw
orth.gov.uk.

•
•

Follow advice and plans with regard to
managing an outbreak in your work place.
PHE Action Card Series

Encourage local sign up to the Council’s
e-newsletters sign up here

•
•

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/tier-2-high-alert#hands-face-space

As part of a single household or
support bubble
Providing voluntary or charitable
services
Supervised activities for children
For support of up to 15 participants to
provide mutual aid, therapy, or any
other form of support
To provide emergency assistance
To see someone who is dying
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Action Individuals Can Take
Observe The Rules

Get a Test if you Have Symptoms

Hands, Face, Space

For most people, COVID-19 will be a
mild illness. However, if you have
any of the symptoms, stay at home
and arrange to have a test to see if
you have COVID-19

Stay at home if you have
symptoms:
• a new continuous cough,
• a high temperature,
• a loss of, or change in, your
normal sense of taste or smell
(anosmia)

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/tier-2-high-alert#hands-face-space

Get a free NHS test to check if you
have coronavirus - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

Down-load the NHS COVID 19 App

The fastest way of knowing if you are
at risk
Updates to tiers and advice
Alerts on level of risk in your area
Check-in QR code scanner
Symptom checker
Helps you order a test if you need
one
Self-isolation countdown
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Supporting Vulnerable Residents
The Hub
• Since Friday 20th November, the Community Hub has
received 60 calls from Richmond residents
• The average wait time for calls is 25 seconds and
96% of total calls received have been answered.
• Fewer calls received from clinically extremely
vulnerable residents,
• Callers generally seem to be managing well with
their existing support networks.
• Those needing support tended to be older or with
difficulty accessing the internet,
• Queries include:
• individual financial support / applying for Test and
Trace support payments,
• Businesses asking about the support schemes
available.
• Interpretation of national restriction guidelines
Reporting businesses not following the restrictions

Support for the Clinically Extremely Vulnerable (CEV)
• 7110 Richmond residents identified as clinically
extremely vulnerable (6842 adults, 268 children)
• All contacted by text, email, letter or phone to let
them know what support is available.
National Shielding System:
• Letter sent to all CEV by government encouraging
them to register on the national shielding system for
support and to also get priority online shopping.
• 187 people have registered so far for priority online
shopping and 55 for support.
Outcomes:
• About half of residents registered for support
needed help registering for priority shopping.
• A small number referred to the voluntary sector for
shopping or support as they were socially isolated.
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Update on Local Testing
Local Testing Sites
Local Testing Sites:
The local testing site continues to operate at
Teddington. The site is due to receive further support
from the Department of Health and Social Care to
better understand traffic directed to the sites from the
national booking system.
Public Health has requested further investigation to
ensure maximum site utility to support resident access
to local testing. Booking prior to attendance continues
to be a requirement.

Targeted Asymptomatic Lateral Flow Testing
The borough has been selected as one of the local
authorities to take part in a mass testing pilot using
lateral flow technology.
• The tests are rapid point of care and make use of
new testing technologies with results available in 30
minutes.
• A phased approach will be used to deliver testing,
starting initially with a focus on testing key workers.
• Operations running from Clarendon Hall in York
House since Tuesday 1st December.
• The site is being run by Local Authority staff that
have volunteered to support.
• Universities also running similar programmes.
Symptomatic residents should continue to access
testing via the national booking system.

Notes: Stay at home guidance: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance/stay-at-home-guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronavirus-covid-19-infection
Local Authority Powers: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-authority-powers-to-impose-restrictions-under-coronavirus-regulations/local-authority-powers-to-impose-restrictions-health-protection-coronavirus-restrictions-england-no3-regulations-2020
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Testing in Key Settings and Case Tracing
Multi-agency Strategic Care Home Overview Group

• Improving the resilience of registered care settings
• Single point of contact for care home managers
• Supporting the reintroduction of care home visiting
through the development of a comprehensive policy.
• Supporting the implementation of rapid diagnostic
testing for visitors in two phases – first larger, then
smaller homes
Ambition to enable visiting in all homes by the
Christmas holidays.
Care homes experiencing COVID-19 outbreaks will only
be able to make visiting available in exceptional
circumstances such as end of life

Locally Supported Case Tracing:

• A locally supported case tracing service has been live
since the 5th of November,
• Supported by a team of 4 case tracing staff and
house visits by Environmental Health Officers.
• A total of 181 cases were referred from NHS Test and
Trace to the local service over the last 27 days,
meaning an average of 6.7 cases per day were
referred to the service
• In most cases the outcome of the referral was
successful
For successful cases, the outcome was generally
achieved at the point of the first phone call.

Notes: Stay at home guidance: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance/stay-at-home-guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronavirus-covid-19-infection
Local Authority Powers: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-authority-powers-to-impose-restrictions-under-coronavirus-regulations/local-authority-powers-to-impose-restrictions-health-protection-coronavirus-restrictions-england-no3-regulations-2020
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QUESTIONS?
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Covid-19 VCS Surveys –
Progress Update
Lea Siba
Senior Commissioning Manager - Prevention and Wellbeing Universal Services, Richmond Council
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Covid-19 VCS Surveys
❖ Richmond VCS Provider Survey, June/July 2020
▪ Qualitative data
▪ 8 partner organisations

❖ Richmond Working in Partnership with the VCS
Survey, July 2020
▪ Quantitative data
▪ 28 responses from the sector
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Key Themes
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Financial hardship
Mental health needs
Digital exclusion
The needs of unpaid carers
(Safeguarding / Domestic Abuse)
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Our core objectives
▪ To support organisations to re-open the commissioned
services that were forced to close or cease delivering face
to face interventions due to Covid-19.
▪ To work with these organisations on service adaptations
and developments reflecting both the challenges of Covid19 as well as the opportunities that have become apparent
through innovations during the pandemic.
▪ To facilitate the continuation of the Covid-19 related
provision that continues to be needed.
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Your thoughts:
▪ What else can we do to address the key themes?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Financial hardship
Mental health needs
Digital exclusion
The needs of unpaid carers
Safeguarding / Domestic Abuse
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QUESTIONS?
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Proposed Voluntary Sector Property
Strategy
Matt Maher
Head of Community and Partnerships, Richmond Council
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Community Assets: Future Needs
▪ Suitable space from which to deliver activities and run services
▪ Wide range of assets from church halls, sports pavilions, parks,
offices to day-centres and activity space.
▪ A significant proportion of this is owned by the Council and leased to
the voluntary sector, and we are seeking views on the future
property needs of the voluntary sector and how the Council can best
manage its assets to align with these property needs.
▪ 2020 has also given us an opportunity to completely rethink how we
collectively manage our community owned assets to meet the needs
of the local community
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Community assets to enable:
▪ A strong, diverse, sustainable and independent voluntary
and community sector
▪ Active partnership and collaboration and growing the
investment in our community assets
▪ Effective services can be provided from community assets
which value diversity and equality, and promote choice for
residents
▪ Fairness and transparency in how properties are managed
and occupied that offer good value for money for local rate
payers
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Community assets to enable:
▪ Thriving and well used community spaces
▪ Embedded in our local communities
▪ Enabling our communities: spaces for
▪ Volunteers
▪ Voluntary sector services
▪ People being able to do things for themselves

▪ Relevant to our local communities – responding to local
needs and priorities
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Community assets to enable:
▪ Transparent and fair approach to occupation of Council
properties to demonstrate value to local people
▪ Council commitment
▪ Regularised arrangements and an effective legal framework –
leases, service level agreements. Council to comply with its
fiduciary duty.
▪ We understand our portfolio – condition surveys in place and
understanding local aspirations
▪ We understand what local people need
▪ We enable maximise community benefit to match local priorities
▪ A unified Council approach to managing the property portfolio
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Voluntary Sector Property Strategy Review
▪ The Council is seeking views on the voluntary sector’s
future property requirements and in particular how this
relates to the Council’s own property portfolio
▪ There will be consultation in early 2021 to invite
comments from the voluntary sector, which will help
shape our future approach.
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QUESTIONS?
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Home working amongst local
government staff during the
pandemic
Paul Martin, Chief Executive
London Boroughs of Wandsworth & Richmond
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Official

Homeworking
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Questions for city and county
management
• Pandemic has stimulated a global experiment in mass
homeworking
• What is the evidence of the impact of this?
• What questions does this pose specifically for councils?

• Is mass homeworking a fad or forever?
• What policy framework should local government leaders
consider?
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Across the UK economy
as a whole ...
• 18% workforce worked from home
prior to the pandemic
• 54% workforce worked from home
during lockdown
• (Employers expect) 37% workforce
to work from home after the
pandemic
(Source - CIPD)
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Moving to local
government
• 72% of council senior
officials think the majority
of staff will still be working
from home by Christmas
2020

(Source – Local Government Chronicle)
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“When driven by
employees, entrenched
norms can change
quickly”
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Productivity

Improved
No Impact

Worse

28% of employers believe
productivity has improved.
28% of employers believe
productivity has deteriorated.
37% says it has no impact
Source - CIPD
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Staff experience - positive
• Overwhelmingly, council staff favour more home
working
• Less commuting (commuting time known to
impact negatively on well being)
• More control over work environment/safety at
home
• Better work/life balance and more time for
exercise
• Improved communication/staff engagement
• 78% of workers feel they can work at home as
efficiently as in the office
• Staff report improved focus, creativity and
handling of confidential issues
Source - Harvard Business Review
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Staff experience - negative
• Switching off
• Anxiety/mental health issues
• Age differences - under 35s – especially miss office
sociability
• Lack of unplanned interactions - absence of
serendipity
• Loosening of ‘weak ties’ with co-workers
• Induction
• Personality impact - “agreeableness” is said to be a
key factor
• (In some cases) insufficient resources to enable
effective working at home
Source - YouGov
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Are councils different?
We need to be competitive in the employee marketplace, but...
• We’re agencies of place, locally accountable
• Risk of weakening ties between employees and ‘place’

• Risk of increasingly divided workforce (between home workers and staff who need to work in
the area)
• Economic impact on local high streets and pressure to support businesses
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• Every council needs to
identify its long-term
approach to “agile
working”
• All managers need to
manage through outcome
measurement, not
presenteeism
• Plan for home working
being at least a part of
most staff roles

As the pandemic ebbs (1)...

• Focus on better use of
team physical time
together - as precious time
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• Sustain the improved communications/engagement
seen since March

• Consider whether job evaluating needs revisiting in
this context
• Review the validity of standard employment contract
terms

As the pandemic ebbs (2)...

82% feel they have adapted well
to remote working
84% feel supported by their line
manager
84% feel connected with their
team
91% agree they’re being kept up
to date with communications

May 2020 Staff Survey

• Plan for a reduction in office space of at least a
further 20%

74% feel supported to cope
with working through Covid-19
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Paul Martin

paul.martin@richmondandwandsworth.gov.uk
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QUESTIONS?
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Open discussion – what could this
mean for Richmond?
Kathryn Williamson
Director, Richmond CVS
Matt Maher
Head of Community and Partnerships, Richmond Council
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QUESTIONS?
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Funding for Food and Essentials

Simon Lawson
Chief Executive, Citizens Advice Richmond
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Covid-19 emergency relief fund
Voluntary Sector Forum
10 December 2020
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What is it?
• £50,000 DEFRA grant fund – split between CAR and RAID
• Additional advice capacity
• DAAC food hub – essential supplies for people who cannot
go to the shops, are isolating or cannot afford food
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Who is eligible?
• Resident in Richmond

• Aged 18 or over

• Affected by Covid-19 pandemic
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What are grants for?
• Food

• Other essentials
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How much?
• Households with 1 or more adults – up to £300
• Households with 1 child – up to £500
• Households with 2 children or more – up to £600
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Fraud and duplication
• Clients’ ID
• Bank statements
• Information sharing
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Signpost and referral – CAR
• Freephone: 080 82 78 78 73 (Monday – Friday, 10am – 4pm)
• Email: www.citizensadvicerichmond.org/get-advice/email-us
• Referrals: www.citizensadvicerichmond.org/referral-page/
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Signpost and referral – RAID
• Phone: 020 8831 6464 (Monday – Friday, 10am – 4pm)
• Email: advice@richmondaid.org.uk
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Covid-19 emergency relief fund

Thank you!

Any questions?
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COVID-19 Winter Support Schemes

Lucy Kourpas
Chief Operating and Finance Officer, Achieving for Children
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Richmond
Covid Winter Grant Scheme

December 2020 - March 2021
“The aim is to give vulnerable households peace of mind in the run
up to Christmas and over the winter months during the pandemic by
helping those who need it to have food on the table and other
essentials, so every child will be warm and well-fed this winter
(Department for Work and Pensions, November 2020).”
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Local Scheme Principles
● Scheme to run from 1st December to 31st March
● Grant allocation is £336,857
● 80% must be spent on families with children, up to 20% on households without
children
● 80% must be spent on food and utilities, up to 20% on other winter pressures
● Need to evidence compliance to claim the grant from the DWP
● Where possible use vouchers but may be some need for cash grants
Detailed scheme:
https://cabnet.richmond.gov.uk/documents/s88005/Richmond%20Covid%20winter%2
0Grant%20Scheme%20decision%20paper.pdf
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Local Scheme Proposal
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Local Scheme Eligibility
● A family or individual must be a resident of London Borough of Richmond upon
Thames
and one or more of the following criteria must also apply:
● A family or individual has insufficient funds to access nutritional meals between
December and March
● A family or individual has insufficient funds to be able to keep their home warm,
electricity on and access to water for cooking
● A family has insufficient funds to be able to afford hygiene products, warm
clothing, soap, blankets, boiler service/repair, access to equipment including
fridges, freezers, ovens, etc.
Voluntary sector partners and children's services professionals will be asked to
assess needs against these criteria and confirm eligibility.
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Vol Sector Scheme
Provide direct support to families via food parcels, food vouchers, utility
vouchers and small grant funds.
There will be two parts to the voluntary sector part of the scheme.
1. The Council has already partnered with Citizens Advice Richmond and Richmond
AID to administer COVID hardship grant funds for vulnerable residents. Part of the
Winter Grant Fund will be used to continue that work over the winter months.

2. Other voluntary sector organisations will be invited to submit project bids for up to
£10,000 to create smaller programmes across the borough.

● Voluntary sector bid process is now open until midnight on Sunday 20
December 2020 and can be accessed via the following web link:
https://richmond.gov.uk/winter_support_fund_information_for_voluntary_sector
●

Partners will need to submit monthly management information summarising the
amount and number of awards given for families with children and on food/utilities
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QUESTIONS?
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Active Richmond Fund launch

Ben Smitton
Community Grants Officer, Richmond Council
Tony May
Public Health Lead, Richmond Council
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Active Richmond Fund
The Fund aims to support local organisations and individuals to provide an
extended range of activities that enriches the Social Prescribing or Cultural
offer, promoting an active lifestyle for borough residents.

Micro Grants – up to £500
Main Grants – up to £5,000
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Fund Priorities
▪

Enhancing the Social Prescribing/Culture Offer by increasing capacity for Social Prescribed places for local
people (for example, physical activities including sports, leisure, parks and arts)

▪

Combatting 'unhealthy lifestyles' through physical activities and/or healthy eating

▪

Enhancing the quality of life for people who are considered inactive, 'hard to reach' or in Care by providing social
and cultural activities

▪

Reducing isolation and loneliness

▪

Expanding the use of green space for exercise and health reasons

▪

Reducing obesity through sports and fitness

▪

Increasing the number of people who walk and cycle as a means of travel and leisure (for example, at least
three days a week)

▪

Preventing long-term sickness through health and wellbeing initiatives

▪

Providing activities that delay and reduce the need for care and support in later life

▪

Safeguarding adults whose circumstances make them vulnerable and protecting them from avoidable harm
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Who can apply?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Individuals
Registered Charities
Voluntary Sector Groups
Sole Traders
Commercial Organisations

Request funding for revenue or capital expenditure
Providing services or activities that benefit residents of Richmond
Financially solvent
Organisational bank account (with a minimum of two non-related signatories)
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How to apply?
Download the application form: www.richmond.gov.uk/active_richmond_fund
Submit completed application: ActiveRichmondFund@richmond.gov.uk

Micro Grants – outcome 2 to 4 weeks
Main Grants – outcome 6 to 8 weeks

Project examples:
▪ Social Prescribing spaces
▪ Additional equipment
▪ Fitness sessions (e.g. yoga, Pilates, spin)
▪ Outdoor projects (e.g. community gardens)
▪ Art classes
▪ Sports activities
▪ Social groups
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What makes a good application?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Clear and concise
Consulted with others
Demonstrated the need
Understanding of beneficiaries
Strong impact and outcomes
Well researched costs
Sustainable
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QUESTIONS?
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Contact us:
Website: www.richmond.gov.uk/active_richmond_fund
Telephone: 020 8831 6297
Email: ActiveRichmondFund@richmond.gov.uk
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Open Forum and Q & A
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Census 2021

@Census2021 | @Cyfrifiad2021

Census 2021 facts
•

The next census will take place on
Sunday 21 March 2021.

•

For the first time this will be a digital-first census,
but paper will be available for those who need it.

•

We’ll focus on engaging with everyone, including
under-represented and hard to reach groups.

•

Multiple Census completion channels will be
72
available.

Keeping personal information safe
•

Before publishing statistics, the ONS make sure
that they don’t include any personal information.

•

The information collected in the census remains
anonymous for 100 years.

•

Names on the form helps to avoid double counting.

•

Everyone must complete the census. Legislation
73
made the modern census a legal obligation in 1920.

Census timeline

CEMs and CAs
continue working
closely with their
communities and
local authorities

January

Mass marketing
campaign begins
on TV, radio,
newspaper, in
schools and more

Every household
receives a
postcard telling
them the census
is coming

Online help
centre goes
live
2 Feb 2021

February

Census Day
21 March
2021

Every
household
receives a
pack telling
them to join in
now – and how
to do it

March

The contact
centre and
support
centres go
live

Last day to
complete your
questionnaire
online
4 May 2021
Reminder
letters start
arriving and
field officers
visit houses
still to respond

April

Census
Coverage
Survey
begins

May

Working with Local Community Groups
Your support and advice is vital in reaching your community:
•

You have regular contact with them and have a trusted relationship.

•

You know the best methods of communicating with them and have
established communications channels.

•

You understand the physical challenges they may have in completing
the Census.

•

You understand the security and cultural concerns they may have
75
about completing the Census.

How you can help
●

Tell your networks that the census is coming

●

Encourage participation

●

If anyone has any questions or concerns, feel free to give them my
email and I will help them

●

76
Watch out for my emails!

Keep in touch
Feel free to send any questions or concerns about the census to:

christopher.stokes16@field.census.gov.uk

For more information on the census visit www.census.gov.uk
Follow the census on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook @Census2021 @Cyfrifiad2021

